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Abstract. Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) is the most widely used silicon-based organic polymer,
and is particularly known for its unusual rheological properties. PDMS has found extensive
usage in various fields ranging from microfluidics and flexible electronics to cosmetics and food
industry. In certain applications, like e.g. dry adhesives or dry transfer of 2D materials, adhesive
properties of PDMS play crucial role. In this review we focus on probing the mechanical and
adhesive properties of PDMS by means of atomic force microscopy (AFM). Main advantages and
limitations of AFM-based measurements in comparison to macroscopic tests are discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) (Fig. 1) is a polymeric
organosilicon compound that belongs to a group of
commonly referred to as silicones. Its chemical for-
mula is CH

3
[Si(CH

3
)

2
O]

n
Si(CH

3
)

3
, where n is the

number of repeating monomer [SiO(CH
3
)

2
] units [1].

PDMS is the most widely used silicon-based
organic polymer, and is particularly known for its
unusual rheological properties. After cross-linking
PDMS becomes a hydrophobic elastomer and can
be molded to reproduce various structures down to
nanoscale resolution [2–4]. PDMS is optically clear
and transparent down to 230 nm [5], non-toxic [6],
and non-flammable. PDMS has found extensive
usage in numerous existing or potential applications.
It is a widely used stamp resin in the procedure of
soft lithography [7], making it one of the most com-
mon materials used for flow delivery in microfluidics
[5] and creation of lab-on-chip devices [7]. By con-

trolling cross-linking degree PDMS can be made
exceptionally soft and its dimensions can adapt to
mechanical changes in its surrounding environment
in a resilient way to use in tissue engineering and
flexible medical devices  [8–10]. Stretchability  of
PDMS-based devices is an important mechanical
feature for various futuristic electronics, including
internet of  things  [11–13]. Because of  its optical
clearance, PDMS has been used in so called sus-
pended particle devices for smart window applica-
tions [14–16]. Applications also include, but not lim-
ited to defoamers [17], contact lenses [18], water-
repellent coatings [19], cosmetics [20], lubricants
[21], and many others. However, in this review we
will focus on adhesive and mechanical properties of
PDMS.

Adhesion of PDMS is an important property
in numerous applications. PDMS is the most
commonly used material for making artificial dry
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adhesives like polymer brushes and Gecko-inspired
structures  [22–28]. Gecko  is an animal  that has
developed an extensively micro-structured hierarchi-
cal structure allowing to achieve high adhesion on
most surfaces with various roughness. The nature
of this phenomena is being intensively investigated
by researchers [29] with the use of PDMS as con-
venient model material as it has suitable mechani-
cal properties and can be patterned by lithographic
methods with nanoscale resolution [30]. For in-
stance, Yu et al. [23] studied the adhesion between
microfabricated tilted PDMS flaps and optically
smooth SiO

2
 and rough SiO

2
 surfaces created by

plasma etching. Klittich et al. [25] used PDMS to
study the influence of substrate modulus on gecko
adhesion. Zhang et al studied the adhesion of gecko-
inspired PDMS microfiber surfaces [24]. Today, there
are scalable and continuous fabrication of bio-in-
spired dry adhesives on the basis of PDMS are be-
ing developed [27]. Adhesion of PDMS is also of
great importance in the field of microfluidics where
proper and tight contact between PDMS and glass
substrate should be assured to avoid any leakage
[31,32]. Since recent, PDMS has been widely used
in triboelectric nanogenerators as contacting lay-
ers for mechanical energy harvesting [33–35] where
adhesion may play a significant role in achieving
higher surface charge [36,37], which is the key pa-
rameter for high performance. Adhesion plays im-
portant role in PDMS application for exfoliation, dry
transfer and stamp printing of monolayers of 2D
materials like graphene, transitional metal
dichalcogenides (MoS

2
, WS

2
, etc), h-BN and other

layered van-der-Waals materials [38–41]. Moreover,
PDMS stamp printing can be used for creation of
2D heterostructures and used for assembly of func-
tional devices [42]. Main advantage of PDMS as-
sisted transfer method is absence of wet chemistry
and capillary forces involved in the process, which
favorably affect the adhesion and quality of printed
monolayers [42,43].

Mechanical properties of PDMS are as impor-
tant as adhesion and play crucial role in various
applications [11]. Recent microfluidic and micro

Fig. 1. Chemical structure of Polydimethylsiloxane.

electro mechanical systems (MEMS) have demon-
strated that the high elasticity (flexibility) of PDMS
offers unique advantages over more traditional rigid
substrate materials such as glass, silicon and
harder polymers [11]. Examples include micropumps
employing elastomeric displacement amplification
[44], PDMS micro valves operated using solid hy-
draulics [45], flexible micropillar arrays for biologi-
cal force measurements [46], mechanically adjust-
able PDMS devices for cell trapping [47] and flex-
ible adaptable fluid lenses [48]. However, low hard-
ness prevents many potential applications of PDMS,
for instance in some chemical and high pressure
fields [49]. Mechanical properties can be readily
modified by various fillers [50]. Moreover, size effect
on mechanical properties of PDMS has been re-
ported. Namely, Liu et al. [51] have shown that the
Young’s modulus of PDMS membranes changes
from being a bulk behaviour above 200 m thick-
ness to being a dimension-dependent behaviour for
thicknesses below 200 m due to the reordering of
polymer chains during fabrication of thin layers.
Surprisingly, even the effect of varying ratios of pre-
polymer base and cross-linking agents is not trivial.
For instance, it was found that the elastic modulus
increased with mixing ratio up to a ratio of 9:1 after
which the elastic modulus decreases as the mixing
ratio continues to increase [52]. Therefore, modifi-
cation of measurements of mechanical properties
of PDMS-based materials is relevant topic of scien-
tific studies.

In the next section, we will briefly review com-
mon methods used for mechanical testing and ad-
hesion study of PDMS.

2. MEASUREMENT OF PDMS
ADHESION

2.1. Macroscopic measurements

Common experimental setup for measuring adhe-
sion and mechanical properties of PDMS and other
elastomers consists of a hard, spherical probe
pressed against a soft, flat sample under controlled
load, where interaction force and probe displace-
ment are measured (see the schematics in Fig. 2a).
When the probe moves towards the sample, probe-
sample interaction force is constant (zero). When
the probe moves into the sample, a circular defor-
mation develops in the contact, which further in-
creases with external load. Force increasing (inden-
tation) curves provide information on mechanical
properties of the sample. In the retracting cycle,
the probe will not detach from the surface until the
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Fig. 2. Schematics of a JKR-type experiment with a flat rubber sample contacting a glass ball driven by an
accurate electric motor on a sensitive balance allowing for measuring the interaction force (a), reproduced
from A. Tiwari, L. Dorogin, A. I. Bennett, K. D. Schulze, W. G. Sawyer, M. Tahir, G. Heinrich and B. N. J.
Persson // Soft Matter 13 (2017) 3602 by permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry. Typical force-
displacement curve (b).

pull-off force exceeds the adhesion force (Fig. 2b).
This pull-off force can serve as a measure of the
adhesion. Often the measured data is reduced to
the magnitudes of preload and pull-off forces. Nota-
bly, attractive force on probe approaching the sur-
face is often much lower than the pull-off force, which
is due to the non-adiabatic conditions of the experi-
ment [53].

One important advantage of the described setup
geometry is that the measurements are insensitive
to misalignment. An alternative geometry of experi-
mental setup to measure adhesion involves press-
ing a stiff flat probe against a larger flat, compliant
sample [54]. The contact area is then solely de-
fined by the probe dimensions. Uniform stress is
achieved within the contact area apart from a small
boundary region. The use of a flat probe allows de-
termination of the pull-off strength by simple divi-
sion of the pull-off force by the contact area. How-
ever, adhesion measurements with a flat probe re-
quire accurate parallel alignment of probe and sam-
ple to ensure reproducibility of data. A variation of
standard test is to slide the hemisphere laterally
[55], which enables measurement of the interfacial
shear stress.

Quantitative analysis of the adhesion test is
based on the contact mechanics theory [57,58].
Depending of the mechanical properties of investi-
gated material, indentation depth and geometry of
the contacts different models are used. The most
common models include Hertz [59], DMT [60], and
JKR [59]. Hertz model [59] is used in the simplest
case where the probe is assumed to be infinitely
rigid sphere indenting a flat soft surface. However,
this model neglects adhesion and viscoelasticity and
is only valid for indents, which are small compared
to the radius of the probe. DMT model [60] is an

extension to the Hertz model that takes the long
range attractive forces outside the contact area into
account by substituting the point of zero indenta-
tion with the point of max adhesion. The DMT model
is therefore valid for stiffer samples, small tip radii,
and low adhesion forces. The JKR model [59] is
another extension of the Hertz model taking into
account short range adhesive forces inside the con-
tact area. It differs from both the Hertz and the DMT
models in the fact that the soft surface will stick to
the probe during the retraction and form a neck,
which will shrink and at some point break. This
model is applied to the retraction curves and is valid
when the surface is much softer than the tip. There-
fore, in case of soft materials like PDMS typically
JKR model is used.

2.2. Microscopic measurements

Sensitivity and spatial resolution of macroscopic
methods can be limiting factor in some studies of
PDMS adhesion. For instance, when probing thin
films on a hard substrate or studying the properties
of only the very thin surface layer. This can be the
case when the surface of PDMS is modified by UV
[61], ozone [61], plasma [62], etc. Another situa-
tion is when only the small area should be studied,
e.g. in vicinity of the filler particle or local area irradi-
ated by focused electron [63] or ion beam [64].
Therefore, in certain cases it may be beneficial to
probe the surface of PDMS with atomic force mi-
croscope (AFM).

AFM is a powerful tool that is widely used for
studying topography of the flat surfaces with reso-
lution down to atomic scale. Basics principles of
AFM are  described elsewhere  [65–67]. Beyond
high-resolution surface visualization, AFM has lot
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of additional capabilities and operational modes
[65,66] allowing measuring of various physical prop-
erties with high accuracy and in very small volumes.
It makes AFM a perfect tool for studying mechani-
cal [68–70], electrical [71], magnetic [72] and other
properties of thin films, individual nanostructures,
as well as individual grains and crystallites in bulk
materials. It has become increasingly common to
use AFM to probe also adhesion of various materi-
als at the micro and nano levels. Adhesion meas-
urements are based on acquisition of force-distance
curves [73] in nanoindentaion test that can give in-
formation on adhesion, hardness and elastic moduli
of the sample by measuring the forces between the
probe and the sample as a function of their mutual
separation in a similar way as it is done in macro-
scopic adhesion tests. This method is sometimes
referred as atomic force spectroscopy (AFS). Typi-
cal force-distance measurements and typical curve
are schematically shown in Fig. 3. When the probe

Fig. 3. The schematics of AFM force-distance measurement [74] (a), adapted from K.-S. Kim et al.,
Ultramicroscopy 108 (2008) p. 911 and typical force-distance curve (b).

Fig. 4. SEM image of a silica particle mounted on
an AFM cantilever. The particle is glued to the can-
tilever using a micromanipulator and small amounts
of glue, adapted from A. Fery et al., New J. Phys. 6
(2004), p. 18.

moves towards the sample, force is zero. The main
differnce in comparison to macroscopic adhesion
tests is that at certain distance, which depends on
the stiffness of the cantilever, the probe jumps into
contact mainly due to attractive Van der Waals
(VdW) interaction. Then, as the probe moves into
the sample, force increases providing information
on mechanical properties of the sample. In the re-
tracting cycle the probe will not detach from the
surface until the force used to pull the tip from the
surface exceeds the adhesion force between them.
This pull-off force can serve as a measure of the
adhesion. Moreover, as will be shown further, addi-
tional data can be extracted from the force-distance
curves if dependence of investigated parameter (e.g.
hydrophilicity) on measured properties (adhesion,
stiffness, hardness) is known. Therefore, AFM is a
tool that contributes to solving fundamental prob-
lems in surface science related to correlation of
macroscopic processes like wetting, adhesion, fric-
tion etc. occurring at surfaces with their fine struc-
tures.

The probes used in AFM studies can have differ-
ent geometries and diameters. When the goal is to
obtain surface topography with highest possible
resolution then AFM probe should be as sharp as
possible. However, for adhesion measurements it
is often preferable to use probes with a spherical
particle attached either to the tip or directly to the
cantilever (Fig. 4) [75]. Such probes are typically
referred as colloidal, bead or sphere probes, and
particles are usually made form gold colloid, glass
or silica. The use of spherical probes allows to uti-
lize sphere-plane geometry from contact mechan-
ics to study interactions between various surfaces
and probe particles.

Most common AFM probe material is SiO
2
, which

is also a common counter-body or probe material in
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macroscopic adhesion studies of PDMS. E.g. struc-
tured glass used as a rough counter-surface in
Gecko-inspired PDMS adhesion studies [23]. In
microscopic tests AFM probe can serve as a model
of a single asperity, allowing to study adhesion on
more fundamental level and link it to realistic bod-
ies with surface roughness. It makes AFM indenta-
tion test to be well comparable and complimentary
method to macroscopic adhesion studies of PDMS.

Like in macroscopic case, most common con-
tact mechanics model used for probing the adhe-
sion of PDMS is the JKR model as it is applicable
to soft (compliant) samples, large (relative to pen-
etration depth) tip radii, and high adhesion forces.
Whereas the JKR model was originally developed
to describe macroscopic contacts, it has been
widely applied to both microscopic systems and to
rough surfaces with microscopic asperities
[77,78].When mechanical properties are to be in-
vestigated, Sneddon model [79] can be used. In this
model a rigid cone is punched into a soft flat sur-
face. Adhesion and viscoelasticity are assumed to
be absent. The model works with conical AFM tips
when the indent is significantly higher than the ra-
dius of curvature of the tip apex. It is vitally impor-
tant to precisely monitor and control sample defor-
mation, especially for very soft materials where the
nature of the tip-sample contact geometry can
change due to increasing penetration, or in the case
of a thin film on top of a stiff substrate which could
increase apparent modulus [80].

Suriano et al. [81] presented a critical review of
existing theoretical contact mechanics models and
the development of an adaptable method for the
measurements of Young’s modulus for a variety of
polymeric and hybrid materials in air by means of
an AFM instrument. Their work also showed how
the spring constant of cantilevers in AFM indenta-
tion should be chosen mainly taking account of the
intrinsic elastic properties of the sample to achieve
an optimal indentation range of the sample. In case
of soft samples with an elastic modulus of a few
thousands of kPa, a max indentation depth of 100
nm, which is appropriate and reliable, was meas-
ured using cantilevers with a spring constant of 0.5–
1 N/m and a spherical tip. For very soft materials
with modulus of 1–100 kPa, the spring constant of
cantilevers should be approximately 0.035 N/m and
a spherical tip is suggested. Significant adhesion
phenomena were observed where flexible cantilev-
ers were used, but they were effectively controlled
carrying out an easy preliminary hydrophobic treat-
ment of tips. Data analysis for different tip geometries
probing soft materials was performed by

Chyasnavichyus et al. [80]. They explored the rela-
tionship between three different analytical AFM tip
shape models (spherical, parabolic, and conical
indenters) and presented an analysis of mechani-
cal testing on selected materials and developed a
simple numerical method for computing the con-
tact radius for true spherical contact. Their analysis
demonstrates the ability to accurately apply multi-
ple models to a given data set, while also showing
the limitations of simple analytical models to accu-
rately describe tip-sample interactions outside of
certain indentation regimes.

3. REVIEW OF AFM-BASED STUDIES
OF PDMS

In this section we will give an overview of some illus-
trative works where AFM was used to study the
behavior and properties of PDMS in the
nanoindentaion test. In most of the works useful
data was extracted from force-distance curves. First,
we will review essential works on AFM characteri-
zation of the pure PDMS. Then PDMS-based com-
posites will be discussed. Finally, AFM characteri-
zation of PDMS modified by external means
(plasma, discharge, irradiation etc) will be reviewed.

3.1. Pure PDMS

It should be noted, that PDMS with longer chains is
a viscoelastic material and its mechanical proper-
ties depend on probe impact (indentation) rate.
Therefore, its mechanical properties should be meas-
ured at different impact rates.

Bowen et al [82] performed adhesion measure-
ments of PDMS supported by modelling. Authors
used spherical SiO

2 
colloid probes (diameters 5 and

12 m) to measure the adhesive characteristics of
thin films (0.2 - 2 m) of linear PDMS liquids with a
wide range of molecular weights for different probe-
sample separation velocities. Authors considered
the total viscous and capillary contributions to the
measured force and described theoretical models
for calculating the adhesive force developed during
the separation of a liquid junction. The drive velocity
during the approach was maintained at a small value
of 100 nm/s, in order to minimize viscous resist-
ance to the colloid probe penetrating into the PDMS
film. Following a dwell period of 120 s with a
compressive force of 500 nN, the fixed end of the
cantilever was retracted at drive velocities in the
range 0.1-50 m/s and the deflection of the free end
of the cantilever was monitored. It was found that,
for any given film, a dwell period of 120 s or greater
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yielded a constant maximum pull-off force during
the retraction ramp at a given drive velocity, sug-
gesting that the probe had reached a maximum
penetration depth into the film for the given contact
pressure. Therefore, the initial separation distance
between the colloid probe and the countersurface
should have been approximately constant for each
retraction drive velocity investigated. This work
clearly demonstrated the instance and importance
of viscoelastic characteristics in indentation test of
PDMS.

Kenry et al. [83] evaluated the mechanical re-
sponses of the commonly used silicone gels
(Sylgard-184 (PDMS) and CY52-276) subjected to
nN range of forces and their compatibility as
substrates for application in traction force meas-
urements. A 20 m spherical cantilever tip with a
nominal stiffness of 0.15 N/m was used in all ex-
periments. Force measurements were performed in
liquid media comprising phosphate buffered saline
(PBS) with 1% bovine serum albumin (BSA) respec-
tively added. A maximum force of 5 nN with various
rates of 1, 10, and 15 m/min were applied to ap-
proximately 15 different points on each silicone gel
sample to probe its strain rate-dependent response.
The contact time between the cantilever tip and the
surface of the silicone gel sample was increased to
two seconds at maximum load for the time-depend-
ent creep response measurements. The goal was
to better understand the differences with those of
bulk measurements performed conventionally. They
showed that silicone gels with high stiffness and
elasticity exhibited short characteristic retardation
time, possessed more resistance to substrate de-
formation, and displayed low creep responses. Im-

Fig. 5. Elastic moduli with respect to deformation
for PDMS obtained using Hertz and JKR models,
adapted from L.-Y. Lin and D.-E. Kim, Polym. Test.
31 (2012), p. 926.

portantly, these silicone gels will be most suited for
traction force measurements at the micro- and
nanoscale.

Although most of the spherical probes are made
of gold, boron-silicate glass or silica, sometimes
other materials are used as well. Line et al. [84]
evaluated the elastic moduli of PDMS film using an
AFM with a steel micro-spherical probe tip. The elas-
tic moduli were determined with respect to indenta-
tion depth using the Hertz and Johnson-Kendall-
Roberts (JKR) models. The measured elastic modu-
lus of PDMS were determined to be 4 MPa at in-
dentation depth 120 nm. These results confirm the
validity of the proposed method for effectively meas-
uring the elastic properties of polymeric thin films.
The elastic moduli decreased drastically at the ini-
tial indentation depth and eventually converged with
increasing depth. The JKR and Hertz models re-
sulted in almost identical elastic modulus values
for large indentation depths, whereas the two mod-
els gave significantly different values for shallow
depths (Fig. 5).

Important to note that measurements of force-
distance curves at high speed have adverse effects
including vibrational dynamics, hysteresis, and creep
[18,30]. Kim et al. [74] presented a novel enhanced
inversion-based iterative control (EIIC) technique to
achieve high-speed force–distance measurement
using AFM, and utilized it to measure the time-de-
pendent elastic modulus of PDMS. The proposed
EIIC technique is efficient in removing the effect of
the AFM dynamics (from the piezotube actuator to
the cantilever along with the mechanical connec-
tion in between) during high-speed force curve meas-
urements. A push-in or retraction rate as high as
864 mm/s (over 80 times faster) was achieved with
no loss of spatial resolution. As a result, the au-
thors obtained the time-dependent elastic-modulus
of PDMS by measuring the force-curves with differ-
ent push-in rates, and utilizing the measurements
on a hard (silicon) sample and on the PDMS in the
Hertzian contact model. The measured elastic modu-
lus increased as the pushing rate increased, signi-
fying that a faster external deformation rate transi-
tions the viscoelastic response of PDMS from that
of a rubbery material toward a glassy one (Fig. 6).
Compared to other approaches, the proposed EIIC
technique and associated high-speed force curve
measurements has advantages of being readily ap-
plicable to current commercial AFM systems with
minor hardware modification/updates, robust to sys-
tem/operation variations (because such variations
can be compensated for via iterations).
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Fig. 6. The force curve (blue-dotted) plotted as the tip indentation vs. the force applied for the push-in rate
of (a) 1:7 mm=s and (b) 565:4 mm=s, along with comparison to the curve-fitting (red-line) obtained by using
the Hertzian model, where the difference between the experimental and the fitted curves at the beginning
portion represents the zero-load plastic deformation, adapted from K.-S. Kim et al., Ultramicroscopy 108
(2008), p. 911.

3.2. PDMS based composites

PDMS is often used as a basis of various
nanocomposites. For instance, fillers added to sili-
cone elastomers play a very important role in the
service life performance of the insulators, as well as
in the processebility during manufacturing. To com-
pensate for their poor mechanical properties silicone
elastomers have to be reinforced by the incorpora-
tion of reinforcing materials. Fumed silica and alu-
minium tri-hydrate (ATH) (AI

2
0

3
.3H

2
0) are the most

commonly used reinforcing fillers for silicone poly-
mers. Strong polymer-filler interaction is responsi-
ble for improvement of the mechanical strength and
hardness of the filled silicone elastomers. [50] Dis-
solving silver nanowires in PDMS used for fabrica-
tion of flexible films for electronic devises [85]. Gold
nanoparticles block formation of chemical bond Si-
O-Si and increase elasticity [86]. Addition of TiO2
to PDMS can provide photocatalytic properties [87].
Cobalt contained PDMS displays magnetic proper-
ties [88].

AFM is an efficient method for probing and map-
ping of composite materials, as it can provide much
more detailed information on material properties and
their distribution.

An interesting study was carried by Huang et al.
[89]. Authors evaluated local surface
nanomechanical properties of PDMS samples with
and without 20 wt.% of hydrophobic silica nanopar-
ticles (diameter approx. 16 nm) using single-fre-

quency dynamic AFM (tapping mode) and multi-fre-
quency Intermodulation AFM (ImAFM). ImAFM is
an advanced AFM mode that enables to make map-
ping of mechanical properties by collecting force-
curves in every point during imaging. In their work,
both tapping mode and ImAFM demonstrated con-
trast between particle, interphase and polymer ma-
trix, providing information on the nanostructure of
the nanocomposite surface. The local surface
nanomechanical property investigation was con-
ducted without invoking any model from contact
mechanics. Rather authors analyzed the tip-surface
interaction and surface deformation from the ampli-
tude dependence of the dynamic force quadratures
recorded at every image pixel. These curves were
obtained directly from the calibrated force meas-
urement, without any assumptions as to the exact
nature of the interaction. This approach has the
advantage that it eliminates ambiguities introduced
by an imperfect match between model and experi-
ment. The model-free analysis allows construction
of images using calibrated measurements of quan-
tities related to the surface stiffness and viscous
energy loss. In this work authors focused on en-
ergy dissipation and stiffness, quantities that can
be directly compared between different samples
measured with different cantilevers using ImAFM. A
clear stiffening effect of hydrophobic silica
nanoparticles on the PDMS polymer matrix (by a
factor of 1.5) was demonstrated. Similarly, the en-
ergy dissipation during tip-surface interaction was
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Fig. 7. (a, c) Maps of FIStiffness distribution on pure PDMS (a) and (c) on the PDMS hydrophobic silicas
nanocomposite calculated as the slope of repulsive part of the FI(A) curves. (b, d) The FIStiffness maps for
a smaller area, marked with a red square on (a, c), without visible particles on pure PDMS (b) and on the
nanocomposite (d). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred
to the web version of this article), adapted from H. Huang et al., Compos. Sci. Technol. 150 (2017) p. 111.

Fig. 8. A topography image of the nanocomposite with 20 wt.% hydrophobic silica nanoparticles in a PDMS
matrix recorded with ImAFM before (a) and after (c) correction for different local mechanical responses. (b)
The cross-section data showing the surface height profile along the white line before and after this correc-
tion. (d) The ImAFM phase image of the same area recorded at a drive frequency, adapted from H. Huang et
al., Compos. Sci. Technol. 150 (2017), p. 111.
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reduced by addition of the nanoparticles. Further, a
significant local effect of the nanoparticles, leading
to both reduced energy dissipation and increased
stiffness, was observed. The effect decayed smoothly
form the center of the particle and was noted over a
total distance of about 70-80 nm (Fig. 7). This is 4-
5 times larger than the nominal particle size, sug-
gesting that the interphase thickness is a few tens
of nm. It was also shown that standard topographi-
cal images of nanocomposites with stiffness varia-
tions are readily misinterpreted. The standard height
images obtained in tapping mode and ImAFM un-
der a repulsive force suggests that the hard parti-
cles protrude from the surface. However, if the topo-
graphical image obtained with ImAFM is corrected
for the effects of varying surface stiffness, the parti-
cles are found to be slightly immersed into the poly-
mer (Fig. 8). This is expected when the polymer
wets the particle surface, suggesting the presence
of polymer on top of the particle. Their work demon-
strates how comprehensive AFM-based measure-

Sample Adhesion force (nN)

PDMS 9.33
PDMS/ZnO 7.91
PDMS/ZnO/toluene 10.57

Table 1. The Adhesion Force of PDMS, PDMS/ZnO,
and PDMS/ZnO/toluene, respectively.

Polymer/metalnanoparticles RMS roughness (nm)
Metal nanoparticles volume (ml)

0 0.25 0.50 1

PDMS/Ag Np 0.51 0.61 0.72 0.81
PDMS/Au Np 0.51 0.55 0.61 1.01

Table 2. RMS roughness of PDMS blend with metal nanoparticles at different NPs concentration, data from
[91].

Polymer/metalnanoparticles Adhesion force (pN)
Metal nanoparticles volume (ml)

0 0.25 0.50 1

PDMS/Ag Np 215±0.7 200±0.2 166±0.4 164±0.8
PDMS/Au Np 215±0.7 198±1.2 180±0.3 150±0.5
PVDF/Ag Np 128±0.2 80±1.1 60±0.4 43±0.4
PVDF/Au Np 128±0.7 83±1.2 57±0.3 34±0.7

Table 3. The adhesion force of PDMS blend with different NPs concentration, data from [91].

ments provide unique information on the mechani-
cal response and structure of nanocomposites.

Vanitparinyakul et al. [90] measured adhesion
of three different PDMS compounds by AFM in con-
tact mode with silicon nitride tip with spring con-
stant of 0.47 N/m. PDMS samples were prepared
by mixing the liquid prepolymer (Sylgard 184A, Dow
Corning) and the curing agent (Sylgard 184B, Dow
Corning) in a ratio of 10:1. Pure PDMS, PDMS blend
with 1% w/v ZnO nanoparticles (PDMS/ZnO) and
PDMS blend contained 1% w/v ZnO nanoparticles
and 1%w/v toluene solvent (PDMS/ZnO/toluene)
were investigated. Authors found that addition of
nanoparticles resulted in reduced adhesion, while
in the presence of toluene adhesion was the high-
est (Table 1).

Koetniyom et al. [91] studied the influence of Ag
and Au nanoparticles addition to adhesion and sur-
face roughness of PDMS. PDMS samples were pre-
pared by mixing the liquid pre-polymer (Sylgard
184A, Dow Corning) and the curing agent (Sylgard
184B, Dow Corning) in a ratio of 10:1 and blended
with silver nanoparticles, Ag NPs (Sigma Aldrich,
<100 nm particle size, 5 wt.% in etheylene glycol)
and gold nanoparticles, Au NPs (Sigma Aldrich, 5
nm, OD 1, stabilized suspension in 0.1 mM PBS,
reactant free) in different concentration of 0.25 ml,
0.5 ml, and 1 ml, respectively. The effect of increas-
ing metal nanoparticles content strongly influenced
the surface roughness of the nanocomposite (Table
2). Overall the RMS roughness values of the poly-
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mer nanocomposite films with the metal
nanoparticles were much greater than that of the
pristine PDMS. Films with Au NPs had higher rough-
ness than those with Ag NPs most probably be-
cause of the agglomeration of Au NPs. Effect on
adhesion was opposite: addition of nanoparticles
resulted in lower adhesion in comparison to pristine
PDMS (Table 3).

4. SURFACE MODIFICATION

Surface properties of PDMS can be modulated by
treatment with plasma [2,92], ozone [61], UV [61],
focused ion [64] or electron [63] beams and by
chemical means. Chemical treatment is the most
flexible as it allows to change functional groups
connected to silicon atoms. For instance,
hydrophilicity can be modulated by treatment with
PEG-acrylate [93] or polydopamine (PD) [94]. Even
simple immersion to boiling water [95] leads to for-
mation of SiOH groups from residual SiH groups
and increase water wettability.

First work in this subsection considers both –
PDMS with filler and surface treatment. Meincken
et al [96] utilized the adhesive force determined from
AFM force-distance measurements to track the
hydrophobicity recovery of PDMS and PDMS-based
composite after corona treatment. When PDMS
exposed to electrical discharge, their hydrophobic
surface becomes hydrophilic. However, after a cer-
tain relaxation time they gradually regain their
hydrophobicity. Two different PDMS compounds
were observed. The first consisted of pure PDMS,

Fig. 9. Adhesive forces calculated from the pull off force as a function of recovery time, adapted from
M. Meincken et al., Polymer 46 (2005), p. 203.

and the second of PDMS with the same crosslinking
density, which contained 15% silicon dioxide (silica)
and 26% aluminum hydroxide (ATH) by mass (typi-
cal commercial formulation). The combination of
silicone polymers and fillers provides an arc resist-
ant elastomer with the long term ability to limit leak-
age current and reduce the risk of flashover [50].
Hydrophilic Si3N4 probe was used since it exhibits
a stronger adhesion to a hydrophilic surface than a
hydrophobic surface [97–99], therefore changes in
hydrophilicity result in changes in adhesion force.
In both pure and filled PDMS the adhesive force in-
creases drastically immediately after corona treat-
ment, which means that the sample becomes more
hydrophilic. The measurement of the adhesive force
as a function of recovery time (Fig. 9) after corona
treatment allowed for the determination of a time
constant of the hydrophobicity recovery. With in-
creasing recovery time, the adhesive force de-
creases until it recovers its original value, indicating
that the surface is once again hydrophobic. Longer
treatment time resulted in a slower recovery.

The filler particles have a substantial effect on
the recovery behavior. The longer recovery times for
the samples that have been corona treated for 30
min are most probably due to the formation of a
SiO

x
 degradation layer on the surface, which restricts

the diffusion of short, low molecular weight chains
to the surface, provided that this surface layer is
not cracked due to mechanical stress [100,101].
The formation of a hard SiO

x
 layer on the surface is

confirmed by the increasing surface stiffness deter-
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Treatment time, min. Young’s modulus, MPa Maximal indentation depth, nm

0 6.6±0.4 86
15 24.7±4.0 19
30 49.7±4.7 13
60 110.0±6.0 9

Table 4. Dependence of Young’s modulus on treatment time, data from [61].

Fig. 10. Roughness measurement (Sa) of bare
PDMS with various plasma treatment, adapted from
from S. Tinku et al., Proc. 2015 XVIII AISEMAnnual
Conference (IEEE, 2015).

mined by force distance measurements. Like the
hydrophilic character, the surface stiffness recov-
ers back to lower values after a certain recovery
time, which the low molecular chains require to seg-
regate back to the surface. However, the stiffness
values did not quite recover to the original stiffness
of the untreated sample. The rate of recovery of the
filled compound was slower than that of the pure
PDMS. Higher filler levels in commercial PDMS
compounds slow down the migration of silicone flu-
ids from the bulk to the surface during the recovery
time [102]. The adhesive force from the AFM force
distance curve thus provides a method for tracking
the recovery of the hydrophobicity of the materials
without the need for a water droplet to be in contact
with the surface as is the case with the static con-
tact angle measurements.

PDMS oxidation using plasma changes the
PDMS surface chemistry and produces silanol ter-
minations (SiOH) on its surface [62]. Lopera et al.
[2] presented and compared two processes for
plasma-based surface modification of PDMS to
achieve the anti-sticking behavior needed for PDMS-
PDMS molding. The studied processes were oxy-
gen plasma activation for vapor phase silanization
and plasma polymerization with tetrafluoromethane/
hydrogen mixtures under different processing con-

ditions. Authors analyzed topography changes of
the treated surfaces by AFM and contact angle
measurements. The surface interactions with PDMS
were studied by force spectroscopy with a contact-
mode AFM tip (NanoWorld CNTR-10) coated with
PDMS. Plasma treatment were conducted in a par-
allel plate reactive ion etching reactor at a pressure
of 300  mTorr, 30 Watts of RF power and a total flow
rate of 30 sccm of a gas mixture. Authors found for
both processes that short, low power, treatments
are better to create long-term modifications of the
chemistry of the polymer surface while longer proc-
esses or thicker films tend to degrade faster with
the use leaving rough surfaces with higher adher-
ence to the molded material.
Song et al. [61] investigated the Young’s modu-

lus of cross-linked PDMS surface as a function of
UV/ozone treatment time across different length
scales. Liquid PDMS (Sylgard-184A, Dow Corning)
and curing agent (Sylgard-184B, Dow Corning) were
mixed at a mass ratio of 10:1 and films with thick-
nesses of 800 nm were utilized in AFM
nanoindentation experiments performed with Si

3
N

4

AFM probes with the probe radius 13 nm and the
spring constants ranged from 0.18 to 0.32 nN nm-1.
The Young’s modulus was estimated with Sneddon
method using AFM data by employing the
hyperboloid tip shape model. The modulus of PDMS
increased with increasing treatment time (Table 4),
which authors explained by the gradual formation of
a silica-like layer. In addition, for all specimens
tested, the modulus values obtained by AFM were
higher than those obtained in macroscale tests.
These results demonstrate the effect of the probed
length scale of the tests used to assess mechani-
cal performance. From this work it can be concluded
that the UV/ozone surface treatment does not af-
fect the PDMS bulk mechanical properties and af-
fects only a thin surface layer.

Tinku et al. [103] studied influence of oxygen
plasma treatment on bare and gold-coated PDMS
(pre-polymer and curing agent in a ratio of 10:1) and
its effect on modifying the surface properties for metal
deposition. The bubble free mixture was spin coated
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onto silanized silicon wafers forming a layer with
thickness of approx. 74 µm. AFM was used to meas-
ure surface roughness of samples in semi-contact
mode with a silicon tip (~12 N/m, ~225 KHz) with a
nominal radius of less than 10 nm. Authors observed
that the sinusoidal structure that is formed on PDMS
can be controlled by varying the plasma oxidation
time and temperature. Plasma treated PDMS sur-
face is comparatively smoother with an average
roughness of about 0.3 nm and for untreated around
0.6 nm (Fig. 10).

Liu et al. [64] investigated surface properties of
PDMS irradiated with a focused ion beam (FIB, 30
keV Ga+) and demonstrated that nano/microscale
patterns of controlled stiffness can be fabricated with
ion fluence ranging from 0.1–20 pC m-2 in commer-
cially available PDMS Sylgard 184 blended with the
curing agent in a 10:1 mass ratio. AFM
nanoindentation were performed with rectangular

Fig. 11. (a) Schematic of the experimental setup including FIB milling on a PDMS surface, AFM imaging/
nanoindentation and Raman spectroscopy. (b) Milled patterns without gold coating imaged with (b) SEM
and (c) optical microscope, with the numbers denoting the ion fluence applied in pCm-2. (d) The resultant
modulus of PDMS increases exponentially with the increase of ion fluence (Ga+, 30 keV). The fitted curve
is y = 295.04e0.1212xwith a 95.4% coefficient of determination, adapted from B. Liu and J. Fu, J. Micromechanics
Microengineering 25 (2015), p. 065006.

cantilever (nominal frequency 150 kHz and nominal
spring constant 5 Nm-1) (MPP-12120-10 TAP150A,
Bruker, Billerica, USA). The cantilever tip was made
of antimony doped silicon and was pyramid shaped.
The nominal radius of the silicon nitride pyramidal
tip is ~10 nm. AFM measurements revealed that
Young’s modulus increased exponentially with the
increase of ion fluence and reached 2 GPa (Fig.
11). The stiffening was found to be less significant
with irradiation at a higher ion incident angle and
lower accelerating voltage. Raman spectroscopy
results confirmed that disordering caused by cross-
linking and hydrogen release occurred on the target
PDMS surface. The volume reduction ratios of PDMS
with ion beam and electron beam irradiation were
estimated. The proposed site-specific modulating
method and understanding of detailed governing
mechanisms will allow the tuning of the PDMS
surface with great accuracy and flexibility towards
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Fig. 12. a) Force-curves on the irradiated and reference samples by using the ART D160 diamond tip (k¼
5 N/m). For each sample, ten deflection-curves were obtained at different locations. b) The obtained Young’s
modulus values for the samples, in function of proton fluence. The softer samples were measured by both
harder (k¼ 5 N/m) and softer (k¼ 0.2 N/m) cantilevers. Ten force-curves were evaluated for every sample
with each probe; the averages are presented with standard deviations, adapted from R. Huszank et al.,
Polym. Degrad. Stab. 152 (2018), p. 253.

future applications in tissue engineering and
microfabrication.

Huszank et al. [104] studied the effects of ion
irradiation on the elastic and surface properties,
nanostructure and the chemical changes of the
PDMS as a function of the ion fluence, induced by
high-energy ionizing radiation (2.0 MeV proton
beam). The polymer was irradiated with different
fluences of protons and then the elastic modulus
and surface roughness were investigated by AFM.
The AFM force-curves (Fig. 12a) were obtained by
performing contact-mode point-spectroscopy. Their
evaluation showed, that the surface elastic proper-
ties of PDMS can be controlled in the range of 240
MPa to 49 GPa (Young’s modulus) with ion fluencies
between 1.68 x 1013 ions/cm2 to 1.25 x 1016 ions/
cm2, respectively. Compared to the 3-4 MPa of the
reference material this indicates a more than four
orders of magnitude increase in the elastic modu-
lus of the material (Fig. 12b). The accompanying
changes in the nanostructure of the polymer were
characterized with AFM topography measurements
and are also discussed in detail. Infrared
spectroscopy measurements showed very signifi-
cant chemical changes in the material upon proton
irradiation, such as detachment of methyl side
groups first, then the starting of the main chain scis-
sions, until the major silicatization of the PDMS by
the formation of an inorganic silica like final product
(SiO

x
).

Listed works demonstrate high potential of AFM
in PDMS-related studies and the importance of gath-
ering the results achieved on different length scales

in order to gain more insight into the effects of sur-
face modification.

5. DISCUSSION

On the basis of reviewed works in can be readily
concluded that AFM is an extremely useful tool in
the studies of PDMS-based materials. It can be used
either as main or as complimentary tool for adhe-
sion and mechanical characterization of elastomers.
Several strong aspects encouraging the use of AFM
in the studies of PDMS-based materials were re-
vealed:
· AFM probes material is often similar to the one
used in macroscopic studies of PDMS, therefore,
results obtained at different lengthscales can be
directly compared.
· Ability to probe thin films without consideration of
substrate influence.
· Ability to sense only the very outer layers of ma-
terial that can be especially useful for materials with
modified surface (e.g. by plasma, ozon, UV, elec-
tric discharge, and focused electron or ion beams).
· Measurements of topography and roughness in
addition to adhesion and mechanical properties.
· Probing of the surface properties locally in small
regions, which is essential for inhomogeneous sur-
faces like in case of composite materials.
· Advanced modes of AFM allow mapping of me-
chanical and adhesive properties and tracking vari-
ation of the properties across the scanned area.
· AFM probe can be considered as a model of a
single asperity and can therefore contribute to fun-
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damental understanding of adhesion between
elastomers and rough rigid surfaces.

Now let us discuss some limitations and peculi-
arities of AFM-based indentation experiments. An
obvious shortcoming of nanoindentation is the in-
ability to optically view the indentation area in real
time [105]. More complex problem is related to the
use of JKR theory. The data interpretation of JKR-
type experiments can be challenging due to the
number of factors. PDMS is a viscoelastic solid,
where viscoelastic dissipation mechanisms come
into play.

Special care should be taken when using JKR
model for qualitative processing of AFM measure-
ments data. As suggested in [41] the JKR model
can break down on microscopic length scales be-
cause of the effects of solid surface tension. Indent-
ing the substrate also stretches the surface, creat-
ing new surface area and introducing another en-
ergy contribution omitted from the JKR model. Thus,
the adhesion of stiff particles to soft solids can mimic
the adsorption of particles at a fluid interface. The
named effect can directly affect the interpretation of
microscopic adhesion tests performed with AFM and
nanoindentation on a variety of soft surfaces. Moreo-
ver, it might be important for interpretation of adhe-
sion of microscopically rough surfaces and make
microscopic adhesion tests a necessary input for
that interpretation. Detailed analyses of AFM
nanoindentation and its limitation given e.g. by Cohen
at al [105] can be suggested as further reading.

In addition to the above-named microscale-spe-
cific peculiarities of mechanical testing of PDMS-
based materials, it is worth noting several aspects
of adhesion test that manifest themselves across
the lengthscales. Generally speaking, contact me-
chanics of soft viscoelastic materials becomes time-
dependent and adhesion exhibits non-adiabatic ef-
fects, i.e. the system is kicked out of thermody-
namic equilibrium and is kept so by the external
process. Therefore, in general, the work of adhe-
sion during pull-off is strongly influenced by both
viscoelastic energy dissipation in the vicinity of open-
ing crack tip [106–109], which may strongly increase
the work of adhesion, and the surface roughness,
which usually reduces the work of adhesion [110].
Viscoelastic dissipation is only one reason for ad-
hesion hysteresis which is in general a function of
contact history, e.g. maximum loading force and
contact duration. For instance, for smooth surfaces,
where the contact is complete, we expect only weak
dependency of the pull-off force on the maximum
loading force. However, the work of adhesion of a
contact with a rough surface can be increased with

increasing maximum preload force. In the incom-
plete contact induced by roughness, adhesion hys-
teresis can be strongly  “multiplied- by numerous
contact zones as was shown in [56].

6. CONCLUSIONS

We have reviewed number of works where AFM was
involved in the study of PDMS-based materials.
Several strong aspects encouraging the use of AFM
in the studies of PDMS-based materials were re-
vealed alongside with limitation and peculiarities of
the AFM-based measurements. It was shown that
the use of AFM is especially justified when there is
a goal to study thin films, properties of the outer
surface layer or local mechanical properties of com-
posite polymers containing filler particles. It was
demonstrated, that locally measured properties can
differ from those measured in macroscale experi-
ments. Challenges related to the use of contact
mechanics for data analysis of AFM nanoindentation
experiments involve the viscoelastic nature of the
PDMS-based materials and accurate accounting for
the surface energy contribution to the deformation
mechanics.
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